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Abstract 
It is well known that the validity of Choice Principles is problematic in non-standard Set 
Theories which do not abide by the Limitation of Size Principle. In this paper we discuss the 
consistency of various Choice Principles with respect o the Generalized Positive Comprehension 
Principle (GPC). The Principle GPC allows to take as sets those classes which can be specified 
by Generalized Positive Formulae, e.g. the universe. In particular we give a complete character- 
ization of which choice principles (e.g. the Selection Principle and the Ordering Principle) hold in 
Hyperuniverses. Hyperuniverses are structures which arose independently in Non-well-founded 
Set Theory and in Mathematical Semantics of Concurrent Programming Languages and are 
hitherto the only existing models of GPC. Hyperuniverses are naturally endowed with a K- 
compact uniform K-topology and are uniformly isomorphic to their exponential space, i.e. the 
space of their closed subsets endowed with the Exponential Uniformity. 
0. Introduction 
A celebrated result of Specker [22] is that Zermelo’s Axiom of Choice 
AC Any set of non-empty pairwise disjoint sets has a choice set 
is inconsistent with Quine’s Theory NF [21]. This suggests that choice principles 
should be dealt with cautiously in approaching theories which do not abide by the 
“limitation of size” principle. We refer to [S] for a short but exciting review of some 
negative results concerning comprehension principles which entail the existence of 
universe-sized sets. However, the “slight modification” NFU of NF obtained by 
weakening extensionality so as to admit “urelements” is known to be consistent with 
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AC (see [19]). The authors showed in [12] that the very strong Comprehension 
Principle GPC of [9] is relatively consistent with various Choice Principles. The 
axiom schema GPC asserts the existence of the set {xl 4} for any generalized positive 
formula 4, namely 
GPC 3yVx (x E y t) 4) where 4 is GPF and y is not free in 4. 
Following [9], we define the class GPF of generalized positive formulae, as the least 
class of formulae which includes the atomic formulae, is closed under conjunction, 
disjunction, existential and universal quantification and is closed under the following 
rules of bounded quantification (which, strictly speaking, are non-positive): 
if4 is GPF, then both Vx (x E y + 4) and Vx (0 + 4) are GPF, where 8 is any formula 
with x and only x free. 
The formula z =(x, y) being GPF, the principle GPC yields the existence of many 
fundamental graphs (membership, inclusion, identity, singleton and power-set maps, 
projections, permutations and groupings of n-tuples, etc.) and enforces the Universe to 
be closed under many basic operations (union, intersection, Cartesian product, do- 
main, range, inversion, composition and fibered product of graphs, etc.). In order to 
avoid inconsistencies, one clearly has to give up the existence of complements in 
general. However it is possible to postulate that there are enough complementable sets 
to approximate and separate all sets. This seems very appropriate in view of the 
foundational purposes, both in Mathematics [20,12,24] and in Semantics of Pro- 
gramming Languages [3], of theories like this, which have strong self-descriptive 
power. 
In recent years, new set-theoretic structures, termed Hyperuniuerses, have been 
introduced in order to model strongly self-descriptive theories (see [13,14]). Surpris- 
ingly enough, similar structures arose also in the realm of Theoretical Computer 
Science, in connection with the domain semantics of concurrent processes [3, 1,5,16]. 
Hyperuniverses are naturally endowed with a uniform topology, which is actually the 
main tool used in their investigation (see [14]). 
In this paper we discuss various classical choice principles in connection to 
hyperuniverses. We obtain inter alia the independence of the axiom of choice and of 
the well-ordering principle with respect to the generalized positive comprehension 
schema GPC, together with axioms of infinity, weak foundation and free construc- 
tion. 
In Section 1 we summarize the main comprehension properties of hyperuniverses 
and we give their most relevant opological properties. In Section 2 we discuss, within 
hyperuniverses, the most significant choice principles for theories with a universal set. 
The validity of such principles turns out to be closely related to the rc-metrizability of 
the intrinsic topology of hyperuniverses. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the main 
theorems tated in Section 2. Finally, in Section 4, we derive several consistency and 
independence results with respect to GPC, concerning simultaneously axioms of 
choice, infinity and (weak, pseudo, anti)-foundation. Appendix A contains the main 
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definitions and results from General Topology needed for the purposes of this paper. 
In Appendix B we discuss briefly some Free Construction Principles (Antifoundation 
Axioms). 
1. Topological and comprehensiveness properties of hyperuniverses 
In order to introduce formally the notion of rc-hyperuniverse [13], we need several 
definitions and concepts from the theory of uniform spaces in General Topology, 
which we give in Appendix A. However, hyperuniverses can be also characterized 
axiomatically by postulating their closure under afew simple set-theoretic operations 
(see [Ml). Since for the purposes of this paper urelements are inessential, our 
set-theoretic framework is a non-well-founded Zermelo-Fraenkel-like set theory 
without atoms, differently from [16]. We work within the Set Theory ZF&, which 
consists of the following axioms: Pairing, Union, Power Set, Replacement, Injnity, 
Choice, and Extensionality. Since we are considering structures which are equal and 
not simply isomorphic to their exponential space, we have to give up the Axiom of 
Foundation and assume, instead of it, a suitable Free Construction Principle (or 
Antifoundation Axiom) like X1 or Xi (see [lo, 141 and Appendix B). 
In this framework we have the following equivalent definitions: 
Definition 1. Let N be a transitive set. 
(i) N is a K-hyperuniverse if the following conditions hold: 
(a) the complements of the elements of N are a x-additive, rc-compact, O- 
dimensional topology; 
(b) N is its own exponential space endowed with the exponential rc-uniformity 
(which induces the Vietoris rc-topology). 
(ii) N is a hyperuniuerse if the following conditions hold: 
(a) N is closed under binary unions and arbitrary intersections; 
(b) if x E N then the following sets belong to N: 
{x1, ux, 99(x)={y~Nlycx}, 9(x)={y~NIynx#@}; 
(c) if x and y are disjoint elements of N then there exists z E N such that N\z 
belongs to N and x E z, y s(N\z) . 
Theorem 1 (Forti and Honsell [ 153). N is a hyperuniuerse according to Definition l(ii) 
if and only if N is a K-hyperuniverse according to DeJinition l(i), where K is the least 
size of a subset of N not belonging to N. Moreover K is a weakly compact strongly 
inaccessible cardinal.’ 
1 We include w among the weakly compact strongly inaccessible cardinals. 
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Throughout this paper we shall use only the topological definition of ic-hyper- 
universe, because it is more perspicuous when dealing with choice functions and 
orderings. 
The following theorem generalizes to arbitrary hyperuniverses the comprehension 
properties stated in [9, 12, 24, 20, 13, 14, 163 for special structures. 
Theorem 2. Let N be a tc-hyperuniverse. Then: 
(i) Any subset of N of size less than K belongs to N. The Cartesian product of 
less than tc elements of N belongs to N. A well-founded set belongs to N if and only 
if its rank is less than K, and then it is clopen and isolated, hence complementable 
in N. In particular, K is the set of all ordinals of N and its closure is the set 
K=Ku{IC}EN. 
(ii) N is a transitive model of GPC. In particular N is closed under all Giidel 
operations, excluding complement, as well as under internal union, relative power set and 
dual power set, domains and images. Moreover both the relations of membership and 
inclusion between members of N are members of N, as well as the identity, the singleton 
map, and all projections, permutations and groupings of n-tuples. 
(iii) A function f belongs to N if and only ifit is continuous with closed domain, and 
then f is a closed uniformly continuous map. More generally, if A EN, a function 
g: A + N is extendable to a function f E N if and only if g is uniformly continuous on 
A (the domain of the closure of g being then the closure of A). 
(iv) For any X E N andfor any Y s N thefunction space YXn N is the set C(X, Y) of 
all uniformly continuous functions from X into Y, endowed with the Vietoris u-topology 
on their graphs. Moreover a set offunctions F s NX is an element of N if and only ifF is 
equicontinuous and X is closed. In particular, if the size of Y is greater than 1, then 
C(X, Y) belongs to N ifand only ifX is discrete (i.e. ifX has size less than K), and then 
C(X, Y) = YX. 
(v) Internal and external cardinalities agree below IC. Moreover the cardinality of 
N is greater than or equal to 2”. 
Proof. First of all we recall that the topology of N is induced by a uniformity having 
a basis of equivalences ( ee Appendix A). Moreover we can take as basis the set d of all 
the equivalences determining a partition of N in less than K clopen pieces. 
(i) The first assertion is trivial since the elements of N are the closed sets of 
a K-additive topology. The second one follows from (iii) and (iv). The fact that well- 
founded sets in N have rank less than K follows from the property: 
x E N is a cluster point for N if and only if it contains a cluster point of N. 
Since every element of N of size at least K has a cluster point, every well-founded set in 
N has hereditary cardinal less than K. In order to show the property, assume first that 
x has no cluster point. Then 1 XJ < K and all elements of x are isolated in N. Therefore 
there is an equivalence E E d which gives a clopen partition of N, in a < rc pieces, 
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which isolates all points of x. Thus x itself is isolated, being the only element in its 
E+-class. On the other hand, if x has a cluster point of N, say y, for any equivalence 
E e 8 the equivalence class of y can be partitioned in two non-empty clopen pieces, 
say A and B. Thus we can take the sets (x\(AuB))uA and (x\(AuB))uB which are 
both E+-equivalent to x and different from each other. Hence x is not isolated. We are 
left to show that well-founded sets of rank less than K belong to N. But this is 
immediate because K is inaccessible, and so the hereditary cardinal of any such 
well-founded set is less than K. All the’remaining assertions can be derived immedi- 
ately exactly as for the case of the hyperuniverse N, of [13]. 
(ii) All the comprehension properties have been proved in [9,12,13] for the 
hyperuniverses N, using only the closure properties of the Ic-compact spaces. Hence 
these properties can be easily seen to hold in general k--hyperuniverses. 
(iii) All the properties follow from K-compactness, since in K-compact spaces 
a function has closed graph in the product topology if and only if it is continuous with 
closed domain, hence uniformly continuous. 
(iv) The first assertion follows immediately from (iii). The second assertion follows 
immediately from Ascoli’s Theorem (see [6, Theorem 8.2.101). In order to prove the 
last assertion, first of all notice that if X is discrete then 1x1 < K. Hence C(X, Y) is 
clearly equicontinuous ince points of X can be separated by a single equivalence 
E E 8. On the other hand, if X has a cluster point, say x, pick two different points of Y, 
say a and b, and define for every E E d the functionfE on X by 
I&) = 
a if zEx, 
b otherwise. 
Clearly this set of functions cannot be equicontinuous. 
(v) Since all functions between sets of size less than K are continuous, the first 
assertion follows from (iv). The second assertion follows e.g. from the fact that all 
subsets of the ordinal K have different closures in N since they are made of isolated 
points. 0 
The notion of K-hyperuniverse given above can be generalized by dropping either 
K-compactness of 0-dimensionality or both. Notice that if Ic-compactness i not 
assumed, then the exponential Ic-unifomity induces a strictlyjner topology than the 
Vietoris rc-topology; hence the universe lacks many useful comprehension properties. 
Caueat: even in the rc-compact case, the Vietoris rc-topology on graphs is in general 
strictly coarser than the topology induced by the uniformity of uniform convergence. 
The following lemma is crucial in showing the equivalence of ordering principles 
and choice principles inside hyperuniverses. 
Lemma 1. (i) If N is a u-hyperuniverse and < is a closed linear ordering of N, then the 
topology of N is induced by < . 
(ii) Let s : N2 + N be a weak selection in N: then s is locally uniform. 
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Proof. (i) Since < is a closed linear ordering of N, the closed < -intervals are closed 
in N. Hence the K-topology of N is finer than the K-topology induced by the ordering. 
But the K-topology of N is K-compact and the K-topology induced by the ordering is 
Hausdorff, hence, by Proposition 1 of Appendix A, they are equal. 
(ii) Any s E N is uniformly continuous, hence the claim is straightforward. lJ 
In the following lemma we characterize the well-ordered (or conversely-well- 
ordered) subchains of closed orderings of hyperuniverses. 
Lemma 2. Let =G be a closed linear ordering of the ic-hyperuniverse N. Then < has no 
subchains of order type either K+ or (K+)*. 
Proof. The order K-topology induced by < coincides with the intrinsic topology of 
N, by Lemma 1. Let C = {x, 1 c( < K'} be a subchain of < and assume, without loss of 
generality, that x, < xg if and only if a c p. By K-compactness C has a supremum x in 
N. Put X = Cu {x} and let S be the set of all closed subsets of X having size K+. We 
claim that the K-topology induced by < cannot agree with the K-topology induced by 
the exponential K-uniformity on S. 
First of all we claim that for any Y E S there is a K-sequence {&I c1 < K} of 
entourages of X, such that n{Ez( Y)lcr < K> does not include a non-empty open set in 
the Vietoris k-topology. In fact, let x,, be the least cluster point of Y. Clearly cof q = K. 
Let {‘la 1j? < K} be a strictly increasing k-sequence of ordinals converging to q, and, for 
a c K, define the equivalence 
Clearly Z E n{Ez( Y)I a < K} if and only if Z and Y intersect exactly the same 
intervals determined by all the points {x,lp < K}. But no partition with less than 
K equivalence classes can enforce such a K-fold constraint. In fact a basis element of the 
Vietoris k-topology can be given by fixing two sets of less than K open convex sets 
{C,la < q} and {D,lcr c q} and considering the set ~(Uol<,C,)nn.<,9(D.). 
Hence, if the topology on S is induced by the order <, then no point of S can 
determine an open interval of cofinality greater than u, since otherwise any intersec- 
tion of rc neighborhoods of that point should contain an open set. But this implies that 
any point has a nested neighborhood basis of cardinality not exceeding K. 
Finally we get a contradiction, since any point of S, e.g. X, has weight’ greater than 
K. In fact a uniformity basis of X, as a subspace of N, can be obtained by taking all 
equivalences which give partitions of X in less than K clopen convex pieces. Given 
K such entourages {E,Ja < K], there exists necessarily 0 < K+ such that (xs, x7) E 
* The weight of a point x is the least cardinality of a neighborhood basis at x. 
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n{&la < K}, for all /I, y > 8. It follows that n{Ec(Y)} # {Y}, since any Y E S is 
cofinal in X. 0 
2. Choice principles inside hyperuniverses 
We investigate in this section the relations between topological and choice-like 
properties inside hyperuniverses. We consider first the most frequently used prin- 
ciples, namely the Choice Principle, the Selection Principle, the Function-extracting 
Principle, and the Well-ordering Principle: 
CP Any set of non-empty sets has a choice function. 
SP Any function taking only non-empty values has a selection function. 
FP Any relation includes a function with the same domain. 
WoP Any set can be well-ordered. 
All the above principles are equivalent o AC in Zermelo-Fraenkel Set Theory, even 
without the Axiom of Foundation. On the other hand, in Giidel-Bernays Class 
Theory, they are strictly weaker than their corresponding universal formulations (see 
[7]), namely: 
E The universe V has a choice function. 
SV Any everywhere defined function taking only non-empty values has a selection 
function. 
FV Any relation with domain V includes a function with domain V. 
WoV The universe V can be well-ordered. 
In any model of GPC, hence in particular in any hyperuniverse, the four universal 
axioms above are particular cases of the previous ones. In fact, if iV is any hyper- 
universe then 
NJ= CP+-+E,SP+-+SV,FP++FV,WoPc*WoV. 
On the other hand, it is not surprising that the universal versions of these choice 
principles are not all equivalent among themselves in GPC, since the Axiom of 
Foundation is essentially involved in the proof of their equivalence in Godel-Bernays 
Set Theory (see [7]). 
We shall also consider weaker choice principles (see [17, 7]), namely: 
three principles of dependent choices: 
DC Let R be a relation such that dom(R)zcod(R): then there exists a sequence 
(xJll,ul such that x, Rx,+ 1 for all n E o. 
DC’ Let R be a relation and X a set such that dam(R) 29,(X): 3 then there exists an 
a-sequence ( xs)s cn in X such that {xyjy c j?)Rxs for all f3 < U. 
’ For any cardinal a, Y.(X) is the set of all subsets of X of size less than L-Z 
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DCord Let R be a relation and X a set such that dam(R) z Y(X): then there exists 
a function f defined at all ordinals, with values in X, verifying the condition 
{f(r)17 < a}Rf(a)for all aEOrd. 
the principle of binary choice: 
AC2 Every set of doubletons has a choice function. 
and two Ordering Principles: 
LOP Every set can be linearly ordered. 
LoV The universe V can be linearly ordered. 
For the sake of completeness we list some consequences of the Generalized Positive 
Comprehension Principle: 
GPC I- SV c+ E, WoV + SV, FV + SV, LoV + AC2. 
We omit the proofs of these implications, since they follow the standard pattern, 
taking care that only positively defined sets are used. For example, the equivalence 
between SV and E holds since any model of GPC is closed under composition of 
functions. 
We shall see below that there are other implications which hold in any hyperuni- 
verse: of particular interest are the equivalences AC2 c* LoV c, E (see Theorems 3 
and 4). 
Moreover both FP and DCord fail in any hyperuniverse, whereas, in suitable 
hyperuniverses, both WoV and SV hold (see [12] ); therefore 
GPC ij‘ WoV + FV, WoV + DCord 
while both implications hold in Gddel-Bernays Class Theory, even without the Axiom 
of Foundation (see [7]). 
As pointed out in the introduction, the purpose of the present paper is to character- 
ize which of the choice principles listed above hold in hyperuniverses: in the following 
theorems we provide an exhaustive analysis. 
Theorem 3. Let N ,be a K-metric tc-hyperuniverse. Then 
Nk SVALOV. 
Moreover N + WoV if and only if K = w, i.e. N is ultrametrizable. 
Theoem 4. Let N be a non-tc-metrizable rc-hyperuniverse. Then 
N # A&. 
A fortiori, both LoV and E fail in N. 
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Theorem 5. Let N be a u-hyperuniverse. Then: 
(i) FVfails in N; 
(ii) N satisjes DC” if and only if c( < K. 
In particular DCord fails in all hyperuniverses, whereas DC fails only in CO- 
hyperuniverses. 
3. Proof of the main theorems 
This section is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 3, 4 and 5. We begin by giving 
a lemma, which is the adaptation to hyperuniverses of the fundamental Theorem 3.1 
of [23] (see Appendix A). 
Lemma 3. Let N be a Hyperuniverse. Then N satisfies the ordering principle LoV ifand 
only if there exists a weak selection in N. 
Proof. Immmediate from Lemma 1 and Proposition 3 of Appendix A. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 3 we need to introduce some definitions. Assume that 
N is a x-metric K-hyperuniverse and fix a nested uniformity basis of equivalences 
% = {U,lcr < K>. Notice that also Q+ = {U,’ 1 GI < K> is a nested uniformity basis of 
equivalences (see [ 143). 
Definition 2. Let f be a function in N. 
(i) The function f is (/?, a+)-uniform if kf’x, y E U,.(f (x), f(y)) E U,‘. 
(ii) A function g is an a-selection off if 
Vx E dam(f) g(x) = 
8 if f(x) = 0, 
f(x)n U,(y) for some y E f (x), otherwise. 
(iii) A function s is a selection for f if s(x) E f (x) whenever f (x) # 8. 
Lemma 4. Any (8, M+)-uniform function has (j?, m+)-uniform a-selections. In particular, 
any uniformly continuous function has uniformly continuous a-selections for any a < K. 
Proof. Assume thatf is (/I, a+) -uniform and consider the partition of dam(f) given by 
UP. Without loss of generality we can assume that the values off are non-empty. Since 
the images of Up-equivalent points are Uz-equivalent, they intersect the same U,- 
classes. We can therefore choose, from the outside,.just one U,-class A(B) , for each 
Up-equivalence class B of dom( f), in such a way that A(B) nf (x) # 8 for any x E B. 
Defining the function g by g(x) = f (x)n A(B) for all x E B, and all UB-equivalence 
classes B of dom( f), we get a (p, a+) -uniform a-selection for fi 
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Clearly, iffis uniformly continuous, then for all a < K there exixts fi < K such that 
fis (B, a+) -uniform, and the final claim follows immediately. 0 
We are now ready to prove: 
Lemma 5. Any function in N has a selection in N. 
Proof. Letf: A + N be a function in N: then A is closed andf is uniformly continu- 
ous. Without loss of generality we can assume that the values offare non-empty. Pick 
an increasing K-sequence (fiol I a c K} such that fis (/I., a+)-uniform. Arrange all pairs 
(a, g) , where g is a (/I., a+) -uniform a-selection forf, in a tree T by putting 
(a, g) c (/I, h) if a < /? and Vx E A.g(x) 2 h(x). 
T is a tree of height K by Lemma 4. We claim that the levels of T have size less than 
K. In fact, the values of a (pa, a+) -uniform a-selection offare uniquely determined by 
the corresponding map between the U@;equivalence classes of A and the U,-equiva- 
lence classes of the images. Since each U, has less than K classes and K is inaccessible, 
we have immediately that the ath-level of T has less than K nodes. 
Since K has the tree property, there exists a K-branch ((a, sol)),<,. Putting 
g(x) = fiaXK g,(x), we have that g(x) cannot have more than one point and, by K- 
compactness, we also have that g(x) is non-empty if and only iff(x) is non-empty. 
Taking s(x) as the unique element of g(x), we get a continuous selection for& q 
We can now prove Theorems 3 and 4. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 5, any K-metric hyperuniverse N satisfies SV. Since 
SV trivially implies AC& we obtain a locally uniform weak selection on N. Hence, 
combining Lemma 1 and Proposition 3, we have that LoV holds in N. 
If K = w, then N is compact and every closed ordering in N is well-ordered in the 
sense of N, since every closed subset of N has a least element (see [12]). 
On the other hand, if K is uncountable, then all countable subsets of N are elements 
of N. Therefore well-orderings in the sense of N are true well-orderings. Hence, by 
Lemma 2, any closed well-ordering of N has size less than K+. The size of N being at 
least 2”, we get that WoV fails in N. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Lemma 3 implies that the equivalence LoVc*AC2 holds in any 
hyperuniverse. Hence we can focus on the ordering principle LOV. Assume that LoV 
holds in the rc-hyperuniverse N and fix a closed linear ordering G of N. By Lemma 2, 
any point determines open < -intervals of cofinality not exceeding K. Hence every 
point has a (nested) neighborhood basis of size not exceeding K. In particular, the 
diagonal AG N2, as a point of N, has an open neighborhood basis of size K, say 
w = { W,la < K}. Since the order topology agrees with the Vietoris K-topology, we 
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can assume 
for suitable qa < K and suitable open sets A, 1 A, AaSnA # 8. 
By Proposition 2, in order to show that N is rc-metrizable, it suffices to find a set 
g = {&I c( < K} of open supersets of A such that any open entourage in N contains 
some B,. To this aim, we simply put B, = A,. In fact, if A 2 A is open, then 93(A), being 
an open neighborhood of A, includes some W,, and hence A? A,. 0 
Finally, in order to prove Theorem 5, we generalize to arbitrary hyperuniverses the 
proof of Theorem 4.3 in [12]. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let rC = KU(E) be the closure of K in N, put K = K x (0, l} and 
consider the closed relation R c P(K) x K, defined by 
(x,(ct,O))~R ifax{O,l}Gxand(cr,O)$x; 
(x,(a,l))~R ifolx{O,l}Ex,(a,O)Ex, and(cr,l)#x; 
(K, (Ic, 0)) E R and (K, (Ic, 1)) E R. 
It is easily seen that R is functional when restricted to proper subsets of K. 
Any continuous function included in R should associate to K both (K, 0) and (K, l), 
hence the principle FP fails. In order to show that also FV fails, we need only to 
extend appropriately R to a closed relation R’“’ with domain I/. For example put 
R’“’ = R u {(x, y) E N2 Ix&P,(K)}, and (i) is proved. 
Any functionfE N defined at all ordinals less than K is uniformly continuous and 
defined at E. Now assume that, for all a < K, {f(/?)jj3 < a}Rf(ct). Obviously f(0) = 
(0,O) and f enumerates lexicographically all pairs (tl, i) E K x (0, 11. Therefore, by 
continuity, both (Is, 0) and (K, 1) should be taken as values offat rC. Hencefwould not 
be a function, and so DCord fails in N. On the other hand, DC” holds for c( < K since 
all functions of size less than K are uniformly continuous. Finally, the last assertion of 
Theorem 5 holds since DC is equivalent to DCord in all o-hyperuniverses, whereas 
DC is equivalent o DC”’ in all Ic-hyperuniverses, for K > co. i-J 
4. Consistency results and concluding remarks 
In recent years, many structurally different hyperuniverses have been defined in the 
literature. In particular, for each weakly compact K, a hyperuniverse N, has been 
introduced and studied in [9,12]. The smallest w-hyperuniverse N, has been around 
from quite some time: e.g. several structures arising in different contexts and isomor- 
phic to N, are given in [l]. In [20,24], a topological universe M, was introduced for 
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each weakly compact cardinal K: this structure corresponds to the closure of the 
well-founded sets inside N,. More recently, many non-isomorphic and even non- 
homeomorphic K-hyperuniverses have been defined in [14]. These have as closed 
subspaces particular K-compact spaces. Among these hyperuniverses the following are 
relevant here: 
(i) the K-metric hyperuniuerse H,(A) (A < K) which includes a discrete space of size 
A of self-singletons; 
(ii) the K-metric hyperuniverse HE which includes the generalized Cantor’s K-cube 
D” (i.e. the K-product of K discrete two-point spaces); 
(iii) the non-fc-metrizable hyperuniverse H: for v > K, and K strongly compact, 
which has as closed subspace the generalized Cantor’s u-cube D’. 
Trivially, K-hyperuniverses do not satisfy the Axiom of Foundation. Nevertheless 
there exist hyperuniverses which satisfy similar “minimality principles”. In [13], two 
such axioms have been considered in connection to the hyperuniverses N, and 
M, namely: 
the Axiom of Weak Foundation: 
WF Every set is the limit of well$ounded sets, 
and the Axiom of Pseudo-foundation: 
PF Every set is approximated by hereditarily small4 isolated sets. 
A quite powerful “minimality principle” is the following Axiom of Unique Free 
Construction, introduced in [lo] (see Appendix B): 
X1 For every function f: X + S(X) there is a unique function g: X + V verifying 
g(x) = {g(y)ly Ef (x)1 vx E X. 
The axiom X1 implies at once the Axiom of Pseudo Foundation PF and the Axiom 
of Super Strong Extensionality 
SSExt The only E -homomorphism between transitive sets is the identity. 
Using the results of the previous sections together with those of [9,12,24,13,14] we 
can display the following table, where Inf is the Axiom of Infinity 
Inf 3x.(@ EX A V’y(y E X + yu {y} E x)), 
while SIof stands for some strong Axiom of Infinity, say 
SInf There are strongly-hyper-hyper-hyper- . . -Mahlo cardinals. 
4 That is, having hereditary cardinal less than K. 
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Hyperuniverse 
Mm=Nm 
H&) 
HZ 
Hl”(V > 0) 
GPC, II-If, WF, x,, wov 
GPC, Inf, PF, WoV 
GPC, Inf, WoV 
GPC, Inf 
FV, DC 
WF, SSExt, FV, DC 
PF, SSExt, FV, DC 
PF, SSExt, A&, DC 
MI@ > a) 
K + (K): 
N& > 0) 
K +(K): 
GPC, Slnf, WF, SSExt 
LoV, SV, VuDC 
GPC, SInf, PF, X1 
LoV, SV, VuDC 
X1, WoV, FV, DCord 
WF, WoV, FV, DCord 
H:(K > w) 
K -+ (K): 
GPC, SInf 
LoV, SV, V’ctDC 
PF, SSExt, WoV, FV, DCord 
H; (v > K > w) 
K strongly compact 
GPC, SInf, VuDC PF, SSExt, A&, 
DC”=’ 
Browsing the above tabula we can isolate a number of interesting results of relative 
consistency and independence. We list the most significant ones in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Con(ZF) =- Con(GPC + Inf + WoV + WF + Xi). 
Con(ZF) * Con(GPC + 1 AC, + 1 DC). 
Con(ZFC + 3~ > O.IC -+ (K:)) 
* Con(GPC + SInf + LoV + PF + X1 + SV + Y’clDC”). 
Con(ZFC + 3~ > O.IC strongly compact) * Con(GPC + SInf + 1 AC2). 
Each of the axioms E and A&, WoV and LoV, Xi, WF and PF is independent of 
both theories GPC + SInf and GPC + Inf + “there are no infinite ordinals”. 
Moreover, DC is independent of GPC + Inf. 
Notice that, in the above theorem, one can replace PF + X1 by WF. 
Non-rc-metrizable K-hyperuniverses have been defined in [14] only for strongly 
compact K’S. Thus Theorem 6 establishes the independence of AC from GPC + SInf 
under the assumption of an uncountable strongly compact cardinal. In fact, we have 
considered only hyperuniverses whose well-founded part satisfies AC. Thus we could 
add the axiom of well-founded choice 
ACW Every set of non-empty well-founded sets has a choice function 
to all the rows of the second column in the above table. If one is not interested in 
retaining ACW one can easily show the independence of AC from GPC + SInf by 
simply constructing the hyperuniverse N, within the theory ZFe + X1 + 1AC. As 
remarked in [12,13] the construction of the hyperuniverse N, can be carried out, in 
effect, without any use of AC. 
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Appendix A 
Here, we recall some basic definitions and facts from Set Theory and General 
Topology, which are needed for dealing with hyperuniverses. For more details and 
complete proofs we refer to [6, 181. 
Throughout this appendix let X be a set, let z be a topology on X, and let K be 
a regular cardinal. 
Definition 3. Let K be a strongly inaccessible cardinal. 
(i) K is weakly compact if any K-complete filter on a K-complete field of sets of size 
K is included in a rc-complete ultrafilter or, equivalently, if any tree of size K, having 
levels of size less than K, has a K-branch. 
(ii) K is strongly compact if any rc-complete filter on a Ic-complete field of sets is 
included in a k--complete ultrafilter. 
We include w among the strongly inaccessible cardinals, hence o is strongly 
compact by the Boolean Prime Ideal Theorem. 
Definition 4. (i) AJilter on X is a non-empty set ,9 c 9(X) such that: 
(a) AEFandBZA *BEB; 
(b) A,BE% =+ AnBe%. 
(The filter generated by a set S is the least filter containing S). 
(ii) A filter is K-complete if it is closed under intersections of length less than K. 
(iii) A uniformity on X is a filter $2 of entourages (i.e. symmetric and reflexive binary 
relations on X) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) n@ = Ax = {(x, y) E X x Xix = y> (separation); 
(b) VU E @‘31/ E 92. V 0 I/ E U (triangular inequality), 
where 0 is the composition of relations. 
(iv) The topology 7% induced by the uniformity 42 has as open sets 
(A G XlVx E A3U E WJ(x) G A), where U(x) = {yl(x, y) E U}. 
(v) A rc-unlyormity is a uniformity which is a K-complete Jilter. A topology is 
K-additive (shortly a K-topology) if the intersection of less than K open sets is open. If 
% is a h--uniformity then zq is a K-topology. 
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(vi) A K-uniformity $2 on X is k-bounded if VU E 42 3s EX such that ISI < K and 
{ U(s)1 sE S} is a cover of X. Notice that w-bounded is usually called totally bounded. 
(vii) A (tc-)uniformity basis 93 is a set of entourages uch that the filter generated by 
B is a (rc-)uniformity. The (rc-)uniformity generated by the (rc-)metric 6 has a basis 
93={(U,(~1<rc},whereU,={(x,y)~XxX~~(x,y)<~,}. 
Definition 5. (i) A topology is O-dimensional if it has a basis of clopen (i.e. simulta- 
neously closed and open) sets. 
(ii) A K-topology is k-compact if every open cover of X has a subcover of cardinal- 
ity less than K. 
(iii) The exponential space P,,(X) of X is the space of all closed subsets of X. 
(iv) The Vietoris (rc-)topology on the exponential space 9,,(X) is the coarsest 
(rc-)topology such that W(A) = P,,(X)nP(A) is open for every open set A of X and 
G?(F) is closed for every closed set F of X. A natural subbasis for this topology is given 
by the sets 93(A) and 9(A) = {C E P,,(X)1 A n C # s}, for A open. 
(v) The exponential uniformity 42+ on the exponential space P,,(X) corresponding 
to the rc-uniformity 42 on X has a basis consisting of the sets 
U+ = {(A, B) E 9,,(X) x Pp,,(X)((Vx E A3y E B.(x, y) E U) 
A (Vy E El x E A.(y, x) E U)} where U E @. 
%+ is a K-uniformity whenever 92 is. 
Proposition 1. Let T be a topology on X. 
(i) Zf z is k-compact, and CJ is a k-topology on X strictly coarser than z, then o is not 
Hausdorfl 
(ii) There can be more than one or possibly no uniformity which induces z. However, 
if (X, z) is k-compact, then there is exactly one k-uniformity inducing z. 
(iii) Zf 32 induces z on X, then the topology induced on P’,,(X) by the exponential 
uniformity can be difirent from the Vietoris topology. If (X, z) is k-compact then the 
Vietoris k-topology is induced by the exponential k-uniformity. 
(iv) If the topology z is induced by a uniformity 9, then z is O-dimensional ifand only if 
42 has a basis of equivalences. This is always the case if42 is a k-uniformity for some 
K > CO. 
Proposition 2. Let z be a topology on X. Then: 
(i) The topology z is rc-metrizable (i.e. 7 is induced by a distance d which takes values 
in a non-standard model of the reals with cofinality K) if and only if 7 is induced by 
a k-untformity % having a nested basis of size K. 
(ii) 7 is tc-ultrametrizable if and only if there is a nested uniformity basis of size 
K consisting of equivalences, such that the uniformity generated by it induces 7. If K is 
uncountable, then any rc-metrizable space is tc-ultrametrizable. 
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(iii) Zf T is both k-compact and tc-metrizable, then the Vietoris k-topology on the 
exponential space P’,,(X) is tc-metrizable by HausdorfS’s k-distance defined as 
h(A B) = max{supxsa inf,,&(x, Y), wpyEBinfxEA h(y, 41, 
where d is any k-distance inducing T. 
Definition 6. Let X be a topological space and let < be a linear ordering of X. 
(i) The order (tc-)topology induced by < is the coarsest (rc-)topology where all open 
intervals ]a,b[ = {x E Xla < x < b) are open. X is an ordered (tc-)space if there is an 
ordering on X which induces the (rc-)topology of X. 
(ii) A weak selection on X is a function s: X2 + X such that s(x, y) = s(y, x) E {x, y> 
for all x, y E X. A weak selection s is locally uniform if for each neighborhood U of any 
point x there is a neighborhood V of x such that V E U and 
vp E x\v.vy E v s(p, y) = p 0 s(p, x) = p. 
Proposition 3 (Van Mill and Wattel [23]). A topological space X is a subspace of an 
ordered space if and only if there exists a locally uniform weak selection on X. 
Appendix B 
In this appendix we recall some basic definitions and facts concerning Free 
Construction Principles (or Antifoundation Axioms). For a general treatment see 
c4, IO, 21. 
The intended application of Free Construction Principles is to provide transitive 
collapses for arbitrary binary structures. The most general formalization of these 
principles is given by the following axiom of [lo] : 
X For eoery function f: X + P(X) there is a function g: X + V verifying 
g(x) =‘{g(Y)lY ef(x)I vx E X. 
The well-known Mostowski’s Collapse Theorem shows that well-founded exten- 
sional structures have a unique isomorphic transitive collapse. In the framework of Free 
Construction Principles this would amount to postulating uniqueness and injectivity 
of the function g. But this is apparently inconsistent. Thus one is led to introduce 
several different axioms which focus either on uniqueness or on injectivity. The 
extremal axioms in each direction are X1 and Xi of [lo]. Namely, uniqueness is 
captured by the axiom Xi, which is equivalent in ZF,, to the Antifoundation Axiom 
AFA [2]: 
For every function f: X + 9(X) there is a unique function g: X + V uerifying 
g(x) = {g(y)ly Ef (x)1 vx E X. 
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Injectivity is captured by Xi, which is equivalent in ZFo to the Superuniversality 
Axiom S [4]: 
X: For every injective function f: X -+ P(X), which is the identity on a transitive 
T E X, there is an injective function g : X -+ V, which is the identity on T and verifies 
g(x) = {C?(Y)lY Ef(X)1 vx E X. 
Both axioms Xi and Xi are relatively consistent with ZF,,C (see [4, lo]). Moreover, 
for each model M + ZF&, there is exactly one inner model M* k ZF,CX1 with the 
same well-founded sets of M [ 111. 
The axiom X1 has the same “rigidity” property as the Axiom of Foundation, since it 
forbids non-trivial E -automorphisms. In fact it implies the Axiom of Super Strong 
Extensionality SSExt (see Section 4), which has per se many attractive formulations. 
We give only two of them which express a Coinduction Principle on the universe. 
Given an arbitrary binary reflexive relation R, define the relation 
(R)+ = ((x, y)J(Vs E x. 3 E y.(s, t) E R) A (Vt E y. 3s E x. (t, s) E R)}. 
The relation R is an E -bisimulation if R&L(R)+ (see e.g. [16]). An equivalent 
formulation of SSExt can be phrased as follows in terms of bisimulations: 
SSExt’ Two sets are equal if they belong to an E -bisimulation. 
One can define inductively on ordinals the equivalences E, by 
EC, = V2, J%+, = (E,)+, El = n E, for limit 1. 
a<i. 
The relations E, are proper classes, but for each a there is a set of representatives S, of 
the Em-equivalence lasses. An equivalent formulation of SSExt can be phrased as 
follows in terms of the relations E, (see e.g. [9, 131): 
SSExt” Two sets are equal if they are E,-equivalent for any ordinal CL 
This formulation of SSExt” stresses the fact that the relations E, are a uniformity basis 
on the universe V, which turns out to be the inverse limit of the Shs. 
On the contrary, Xi strongly contradicts SSExt. In fact, it provides a proper class of 
E -isomorphic non-well-founded sets, and it implies the existence of a plethora of non- 
trivial E -automorphisms. The richness in self-singletons provided by Xi was an 
essential tool in defining non-lc-metrizable hyperuniverses (see [ 141). 
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